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DoD Energy Resilience (ER)
 Policy Drivers
• Multiple requirements through FY2017 NDAA;
• DoD Instruction 4170.11(updated 16 Mar 2016), Installation Energy
Management, Energy Resilience
• Title 10, Section 2925(a) (modified thru FY2016 NDAA);
• ASD(EI&E) Memorandum on Power Resilience;
• Unified Facilities Criteria (such as Electrical Series)
 DoD Policy Initiatives

 DoDI 4170.11 change on energy resilience (complete)
 Ensures performance against existing requirements
 Encourages cost-effective solutions to improve mission assurance
•
• Implementing guidance
 Operations, maintenance, and testing (OM&T) (complete)
•
 Energy Resilience and Conservation Investment Program (ERCIP) (complete)
 Energy resilience, mission integration, metrics (in-progress)
• Budgetary execution
 Business case analyses (BCA) framework (MIT-LL) to prioritize budget
resources or alternative financing projects for energy resilience (complete)
 Rating alternative financing projects to accelerate adoption of energy resilience
projects – Defense Energy Resilience Bank (DERB) (in-progress)

FY 2016 Utility Outages
2%
15%

Act of Nature
Equipment
Failure

39%
45%

Planned
Maintenance
Other

Utility disruption data is required under
Title 10, 2925(a)
Disruption data informs on-going metrics
guidance
Details on OASD(EI&E) Energy Resilience Initiatives:
http://www.acq.osd.mil/eie/IE/FEP_Energy_Resilience.html

DoD energy resilience is the ability to prepare for and recover from energy disruptions
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that impact mission assurance on military installations.

Energy Resilience Overview
Inclusion of Mission-Based Decision-Making
Critical Mission Operations (Sample - For Training Purposes Only)
Global Intelligence, Surveillance,
and Reconnaissance (ISR)

Power/Force Projection –
Mobilizing, Deploying, and
Demobilizing

Strategic Command Communication Command and Control

 Step 1 – Criticality of mission and supporting
functions
 Services and Defense Agency provided during Power
Resilience review in 2014
 Validated through MIT-LL was the need for broader and
strategic energy resilience framework, inclusive of:


Service and Defense Agency Warfighting Missions



Emergency, Recovery, and Response Missions



Supporting Installation Infrastructure (those needed based on
outage risks and interdependencies)

 Step 2 – Mission requirements of those
critical mission operations
 In terms of ‘resilience’ – what disruption risk is
appropriate? (e.g., availability, downtime, etc.)

Life, Health, and Safety
Operations

Important questions:
 Mission operator coordination?
 Were mission dependencies
evaluated?
 Were mission-to-mission solutions
reviewed and identified?
 Were risk-based mission requirements
developed and considered?
 Is an infrastructure solution required
or needed?
DoDI 4170.11 requires alignment to critical
energy requirements (critical mission
operations) and allows for expanding
solutions beyond standby generators.

Resilience allows for a comprehensive, strategic framework and extends beyond traditional “building-by-building” or “generator-bygenerator” designation for resilient designs. Important to establish a holistic and strategic resilience framework that integrates
mission and installation stakeholder communities that encourage mission-based decision-making.
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DoD Energy Resilience
Base-Level Critical Loads Example – Base Grid
Example Case – Not an actual installation (solutions will vary based on mission requirements of military installations)
DoD Installation Energy Resilience
is both technology and authority
agnostic. It is about mission and
economic performance.

Distributed Gen

Critical Loads

Spot Gen / UPS
Mobile Gen

A = Availability – Is the availability at
my critical loads in alignment with
what my mission requires?

A

• OM&T and right-sizing (generation)
• Consider upgrading/improving
distribution system, equipment, and
fuel for critical loads (not typically
industry system standards – but
mission-based standards)
• Consolidated/distributed generation at
the critical feeder on the base
• Spot generators/UPS at specific critical
facilities could still be required
• Essential to ensure mission-specific
security requirements are met
(resilience requirements allows for
lower surface area protection)

Substation

A

A
Current authorities were developed for alignment to
industry, not mission-based metrics and standards.
Generally, this was found to be a good option to
improve resilience affordably (MIT-LL study).

• Renewable energy options can also be considered to help
offset fuel related costs and vulnerabilities (however, based on
local resource constraints and batteries beyond UPS generally
difficult to support thru LCCA)
• Typically, we look at “fixed” energy systems – evaluation of
flexible options (e.g., duel-fuel) and even mobile generation
(lowers vulnerability surface area further)
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MIT-LL Study/Review
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DoD Energy Resilience
Study Overview

Study Problem Statement: How does DoD meet its current requirement for costeffective and reliable energy resilience solutions for critical mission operations?
• To implement energy resilience solutions, the study aligned to DoD requirements:
–
–
–

Identify critical energy requirements aligned to critical mission operations on military installations (in partnership
with DoD mission assurance communities) [Mission assurance policy and doctrine]
Develop life-cycle cost analysis for reliable energy resilience solutions [Title 10/NIST Handbook/Financial Regs]
Review/compare energy solutions beyond typical backup or standby generators [DoDI 4170.11/LCCA]

• How are the MIT-LL studies/reviews
helping to address this problem?
–
–

–

–

–

Development of a framework for energy
resilience business case decisions
Uses mission requirements as the lens to
evaluate options in a technology agnostic
and capability focused approach
Aligns energy resilience solutions to
prioritized critical energy loads for the
military installations
Analysis of alternatives (AoA) comparing
current baseline (generators) vs. over 40
potential energy resilience options
Considers site-specific constraints

NB Kitsap-Bangor

NSA Philadelphia
JB Andrews

Beale AFB

NS Norfolk
Camp Lejeune

Fort Irwin
Camp Pendleton
NB San Diego

Guam
NSA Andersen
NB Guam

Hawaii
JBPHH

Sicily
NAS Sigonella
Niscemi
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DoD Energy Resilience
Analysis Methodology
Grid Tied Solar

Site Battery

Islandable Solar

Microgrid

Building Gens

Cogeneration

Central Gens

Fuel Cell

Building Battery

Grid Electricity

Component Devices

Reliability Model

Critical Load Profile
Financial Model
Monte Carlo
Simulation

Energy System
Architectures

Resource Availability

Analyze Results

Recommendation
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Energy Resilience Analysis of Alternatives

Optimizing to meet mission requirements {historical outages}
LCCA Value Streams (Direct):

Cost Attribute
Lifecycle Cost ($/kWh)

• Right-sizing to mission requirement
• Reduce capital, operations, maintenance,
and testing costs
• Reliability/repair & utility bill savings
• Financial incentives
 Available in my region?
 Mission/security requirements?

Value streams were aligned to existing LCCA
requirements for project-level submissions (see
DoDI, NIST Handbook, FM regs, ERCIP, etc.)

Existing
solution

Solar PPA
Nat. Gas
Electricity
Maintenance
CapEx

Architecture #24 assets:

• Microgrid
• Central & building generators
• Islandable solar

Lower cost
Architecture #9 assets:

Mission Attribute
Unserved Energy (MWh)

5793

• Microgrid
• Central generators
• Islandable solar

Architecture #22 assets:

• Central & building generators
• UPS
• Grid-tied solar

More
resilient

Architecture #
High-cost options typically include advanced/large-scale

Low-cost options include generators, targeted/centralized

microgrids (can lead to large-scale distribution system

generators and/or microgrids, and/or solar (near the point of

upgrades), battery integration, and/or fuel cells

use – focused on mission requirements of the base)
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Energy Resilience Analysis of Alternatives

Optimizing to meet mission requirements {2 week outage}
Important valuation highlights:

Cost Attribute
Lifecycle Cost ($/MWh)

• Results / outcomes not dramatically changed
• Least cost solution(s) to meet requirement remains stable
• AoA allows direct LCCA value streams to be considered
equitably for fair comparison (all receive customized value)
• Fuel remains a requirement (even in RE + battery
solutions) – technical/economic obstacles make RE +
battery solutions difficult for resilience applications

Any generalized non-direct benefits will
drive down the costs of all solutions (e.g.,
productivity savings, food spoilage, etc.)
Long Duration Outage
Typical Outages

Existing
solution

Architecture #24 assets:

• Microgrid
• Central & building generators
• Islandable solar

Architecture #9 assets:
• Microgrid
• Central generators
• Islandable solar

Mission Attribute
Unserved Energy (MWh)

8861

High-cost options typically include advanced/large-scale

Architecture #22 assets:

• Central & building generators
• UPS
• Grid-tied solar

Architecture #

Low-cost options include generators, targeted/centralized

microgrids (can lead to large-scale distribution system

generators and/or microgrids, and/or solar (near the point of

upgrades), battery integration, and/or fuel cells

use – focused on mission requirements of the base)
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DoD-Wide Recommendations
Sample of Findings
•

Communication
–

Encourage routine meetings between installation energy leads and mission operators to determine and prioritize
‘critical’ mission operations and energy requirements across the entire base
•

–

•

Improve guidance to determine prioritized energy load calculation for critical mission operations

Coordinate and collaborate throughout the base to ensure critical interdependent mission requirements are met
during energy outages

Technical
–
–
–

•

These are not necessarily new requirements – further prioritization
and awareness is required within the installation energy portfolio.

Understand your current energy systems and infrastructure; do not site energy systems on unreliable grid
Prioritize/ensure energy resilience systems are only placed on critical energy loads and appropriately sized
Standardize a process to ensure OM&T of energy systems (e.g., generators, UPS, etc.) for full reliability picture,
and to help determine baseline resilience metrics to inform future decisions

Cost and Performance Data
–
–

Encourage tracking of the appropriate LCCA data (capital, operation, maintenance, and testing) of energy
generation and infrastructure to replicate and justify the business case for future energy resilience decisions
Encourage tracking of performance data that aligns to mission requirements – availability/reliability of energy
systems and infrastructure (outage data, failure rates, etc.) to assist in tradeoff decisions between cost/mission
•

Helps to identify cost-effective and prioritized remediation for reliability risks on the base’s distribution system

•

Allows for development of performance metrics (availability, reliability, and cost metrics for use in RFPs, contracts, etc.)

These recommendations continue to shape policy across the DoD through
continued collaboration with the Military Services and Defense Agencies.
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Next Steps
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Energy Resilience LCCA Status
Next Steps – Tool Development

• Demonstrated on multiple military installations

– Allows refinement of capabilities and continued focus on mission
requirements at the site-level
– Investigation of best way to roll out to wider user-base
– Added scenarios for long duration outages

• Excel front end developed for user-interface for MATLAB
to enable input from military installations
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DoD Energy Resilience
Alternative Financing Study
 Request for Information (RFI) [Issued: March 2017; Closed: April 2017]

 https://www.fbo.gov/?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=0a0fbddffcc55915f4ea7b6f0fb
e22b5&tab=core&_cview=0

 Study Overview

 Use the results of the MIT-LL energy resilience framework to better translate DoD
mission requirements to financial and lending institutions
 Review challenges to accelerate alternative financing of energy resilience projects
 Recommend appropriate policies and procedures to overcome challenges for
wider-scale adoption of alternative financing for energy resilience projects
 Develop a financing tool to provide key DoD and financial institution stakeholders
metrics for risk-informed project ratings and alternative financing decisions
These next steps are being collaborated and coordinated with the Military Services
and Defense Agencies to help shape future policy and processes across DoD.
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BACKUP
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DoD Lessons Learned
1.

Collaboration of critical mission operations and mission requirements is a necessary
first step to achieve energy resilience (don’t assume a technology or execution path)


2.

Did you also consider mission-to-mission solutions? Do you need an infrastructure solution?

Determination of critical loads is important to assign prioritization, reduce
vulnerability risks, and to consider cost-effective options to what our mission requires


3.

What exactly are my mission requirements and the level of performance I expect at those
critical loads identified?

Availability/reliability of distribution system and current energy systems at critical
loads in question require consideration prior to implementing any new energy system
or generation options





4.

Yes, lessons learned! We started the
effort back in Dec 2012.

What is current level of availability performance (i.e., current resilience)?
Am I operating, maintaining, and testing my current systems and equipment?
Is further resilience required? What types of resilience are possible on my base?
What are my options? (e.g., upgrade current systems, pursue new systems, etc.)

Consideration of various technologies, inclusive of fossil and renewable energy
options are necessary when considering distributed and continuous power to ensure
mission performance
Think about
costs/tradeoffs as
you increase
complexity of
solutions.
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DoD Lessons Learned
5.






“New” upgrades, distributed energy resources and other technologies
can provide an installation greater flexibility in servicing critical loads,
however, the Component must understand their current level of
resilience and if the mission requires additional resilience. Examples:

First consider upgrading/improving distribution system, equipment, and fuel for
critical loads
Consolidated/distributed generation at the substation/critical feeder level
Spot generators at specific critical facilities can continue if additional resilience
is required
Renewable energy options can also be considered to help “offset” fuel related
costs and vulnerabilities (needs to tie back to mission requirements and
capabilities)






6.


Think about
costs/tradeoffs as
you increase
complexity of
solutions.

Remember, you are remediating disruption risks, so fuel is likely still needed
Difficult to consider a renewable “only” option since fuel outcompetes batteries when considering
cost/technical tradeoffs in a disruption scenario (difficult to size batteries to MW-level critical loads:
not a R&D project)

Typically, we look at “fixed” energy systems – evaluation of flexible options (e.g.,
duel-fuel) and even mobile generation can also be considered to remediate
disruption risk

Energy resilience metrics are needed to help right-size solutions that
align to what our mission requires

How do we know if we are getting the right resilience from vendors/contracts
today? Are we building in energy resilience metrics into our contracts?

Whatever the
solution, don’t
forget about
mission
performance
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Bottom-Line Up Front (BLUF)
Study Results Overview
Ideally, you want to maximize
availability at lowest life cycle
cost possible. However, a

quantifiable trade-space is
what’s important.

Cost attribute: life-cycle costs ($/kwh)
Mission attribute (availability): annual
unserved energy (MWh)

Findings/Results (generalized)
• Critical Energy Loads: 6 MW to 21 MW
• Generators: 50 to 350 generators
• Reductions in costs: 0.2¢/kWh to 2.2¢/kWh,
• Availability improvements: 0.3 MWh to 1.2 MWh

Existing system

Proposed option

(Availability)

• Base characteristics: Isolated location with
frequent outages, integrated/urban base with
reliable power, etc.
Generator

Microgrid

UPS

(Availability)

FC

Existing system

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Proposed system

CHP

X

X

Existing system

PV

Proposed option

(Availability)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

Framework allows for quantifiable tradeoffs
between cost and mission assurance attributes.
Results across diverse bases indicate that more
cost-effective and reliable energy resilience
solutions exist to support critical mission
operations on our military installations.

(Availability)
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Model Results
• 1000 annual Monte Carlo simulations
performed
• Life-cycle cost (LCC) is calculated over 10
years (customizable based on economic
requirement)
• Unserved energy is aligned to outages
experienced by the installation, and those
expected by technology mix reliability
(various outage scenarios have been
investigated)
• High-cost options typically include
advanced/large-scale microgrids (leading to
large-scale distribution system upgrades),
battery integration, and/or fuel cells
• Low-cost options include generators,
targeted/centralized generators and/or
microgrids, and/or solar (near the point of
use – focused on mission requirements of
the base)

Solar / battery solutions are
most expensive
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DoD Energy Resilience
Energy Resilience Project/Program Questions
1.

Does the project proposal have support/commitments from those mission operators/tenants impacted (e.g., commit
docs)?
2. Does the project directly remediate disruption risks to critical mission operations on the base?
3. What types of critical mission operations are risks being remediated for? What are the mission requirements of the
identified critical mission operations (e.g., downtime risk tolerance requirement used to help determine energy
resilience metrics such as availability, reliability, and quality thresholds)?
4. What is the critical load amount (e.g., kWs, MWs, etc.) of the identified critical missions? What portion of the critical
load is being impacted by the project (if different from amount provided)?
5. Is the base currently compliant to near-term energy resilience requirements (e.g., current level of reliability is aligned
to what missions require, generator and other system OM&T, etc.)? Does it actually require “more” resilience?
6. What are the components of the project (e.g., generation, infrastructure, equipment, and fuel) that are being paid
for that are tied to the critical load in question and that are also needed to remediate disruption risk?
7. Does the project remediate a risk? This is determined by the current state of the availability/reliability and the
improvement expected to meet the mission requirements at the critical missions identified? Provide quantification
of resilience metrics to confirm (e.g., technical metrics: availability, reliability, and quality).
8. Has there been an independent government life-cycle cost assessment conducted, and an analysis of alternatives
conducted? Have the cost and mission tradeoffs been assessed across the alternatives (inclusive of upgrades)?
9. Have the appropriate stakeholders coordinated on the project selection (e.g., installation support, financial, and
mission operator/tenants)? Is there commitment to sustain the project over its life? Have each stakeholders’
budgets been reviewed to identify “fair share” contributions to implement/execute the project?
10. Have the near-term execution impediments been remediated prior to project selection (e.g., infrastructure
ownership, integration of power systems, land ownership, host-tenant/installation-mission agreements, etc.)?
11. What are the base’s plans to include energy resilience metrics to ensure performance? Describe how energy
resilience metrics will be included in contracting to ensure contractor/vendor performance, and ensure missions
requirements are met.

Typical questions to better understand if you are pursuing
an energy resilience program/project.
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